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Articulation F
The “f” sound is made  
by biting your lower lip.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Felix fox often serves  
fudge to his friends.

Repeat  
the Sentence
Ralph is feeding his  
four fancy goldf ish.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Alf ie sings the alphabet 
while she f iddles.

Repeat  
the Sentence
The dolphin has fun  
jumping high and  
swimming fast.

Repeat  
the Question
Why is Jiffy the  

giraffe sitting on my  
roof feeding the birds?
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Antonyms
Antonyms are  

word pairs that are 
opposite in meaning.

What is the opposite of...

happy
What is the opposite of...

hot
What is the opposite of...

front
What is the opposite of...

stand
What is the opposite of...

closed
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Topic Maintenance
Topic Maintenance  

is being able to stay  
on topic during  
a conversation.

Talk about what you  
do on your bir thday.

Talk about the weather. Talk about a time  
you were sad.

Talk about your  
favorite meal.

Talk about your  
favorite game.
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Sequencing
Sequencing is the  

ability to put events in 
order as they happen.

Put in Order
Birds move into  
the birdhouse.

Build a birdhouse.

Attach birdhouse to a post.

Put in Order
Hammer nail into wall.

Hang a picture on the nail.

Get hammer and  
some nails.

Put in Order
Open car door.

Fasten your seat belt.

Get into the car.

Put in Order
Buy a new dress.

Try on some dresses.

Go to clothing store.

Put in Order
Go swimming.

Dry off with a towel.

Put on your bathing suit.
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What Questions
You ask “What” 
questions to ask  
for information  

about something.

What does a  
dog chew?

What is a pencil 
used for?

What do bees 
make?

What does a baby 
drink from?

What does a cow 
give us?
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Answer Key: April 9) sad 10) cold 11) back 12) sit 13) open 23) Build a birdhouse, attach birdhouse to a post, birds move into the birdhouse 24) Get hammer and some nails, hammer nail into the wall, hang a picture on the wall 25) 
Open car door, get into the car, fasten your seat belt 26) Go to clothing store, try on some dresses, buy a new dress 27) Put on your bathing suit, go swimming, dry off with a towel 30) bone May 1) writing 2) honey 3) bottle 4) milk

Check out  
this product:

Granny’s  
Candies Set 2

Item #GB-155

Check out  
this product:

Say & Do Action 
Artic Cards

Item #AA-400

Check out  
this product:

TopicTalk
Item #GB-192B

Check out  
this product:
HearBuilder  

Sequencing Deck
Item #HBFD-495

Check out  
this product:

“WH” Question 
Cards App

April 2018
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Easter Sunday

Earth Day

Cinco de Mayo
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What Questions
You ask “What” 
questions to ask  
for information  

about something.

What does a  
dog chew?

What is a pencil 
used for?

What do bees 
make?

What does a baby 
drink from?

What does a cow 
give us?
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Fluency
Fluency is clear speech. 

Dysf luency is also 
known as stuttering.

Good Eye Contact
Make eye contact with a 
family member. Tell them 

about your day.

Belly Breathing
Put your hand on your 

belly. Feel it move in and 
out as you breathe. Air in, 
belly out. Air out, belly in.

Sing Happy 
Birthday  

to Yourself!

Reduce Your Rate
Speak slowly, practice  
fast and slow. Clap  

your hands fast. Now  
clap your hands slowly.

Sing the  
Alphabet Song!
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Plurals
Plurals are the  

forms of words used to 
show more than one 

person or thing.

Fil l in the Blank
One f lower, three _____.

Fil l in the Blank
My two _____ love to 

play fetch in the backyard.

Fil l in the Blank
One witch, four _____.

Fil l in the Blank
One foot, two _____.

Fil l in the Blank
I saw so many _____ 

swimming in the ocean 
when I went snorkeling.
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Occupations
An occupation is  

a job or profession.

Name the Occupation 
A person who f lies  

airplanes is a _____.

Name the Occupation 
A person who paints 
pictures is an _____.

Name the Occupation 
A person who goes into 
outer space is an _____.

Name the Occupation 
A person who writes 
books is an _____.

Name the Occupation 
A person who grows 
f lowers is a _____.
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Articulation CH
“CH” is often called the 

“choo-choo” sound.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Please pass me  
the chopsticks.

Repeat  
the Sentence
There is ketchup  

on my hamburger.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Fifteen cheerleaders were 
at the football game.

Repeat  
the Question
Can you buckle  

my watch for me?

Repeat  
the Sentence

The park bench was 
covered with birds.
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Answer Key: April 30) bone May 1) writing 2) honey 3) bottle 4) milk 14) flowers 15) dogs 16) witches 17) feet 18) fish 21) pilot 22) artist 23) astronaut 24) author 25) gardener

Check out  
this product:

Snooky Snail 
Goes to Work
Item #CRD-22

Check out  
this product:

“WH” Question 
Cards App

Check out  
this product:

Plurals Fun 
Deck

Item #FDU-08

Check out  
this product:

What Do You 
Say... Do... in the 

Community?
Item #GB-243

Check out  
this product:

Photo Artic 
Castle App

May 2018
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Cinco de Mayo

Mother’s Day

Memorial Day

Armed Forces Day
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Articulation CH
“CH” is often called the 

“choo-choo” sound.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Please pass me  
the chopsticks.

Repeat  
the Sentence
There is ketchup  

on my hamburger.

Repeat  
the Sentence

Fifteen cheerleaders were 
at the football game.

Repeat  
the Question
Can you buckle  

my watch for me?

Repeat  
the Sentence

The park bench was  
covered with birds.
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Pronouns
Pronouns are  

words we use to 
replace nouns.

Fil l in the Blank
At recess, _____  

like to swing. 
(answers may vary)

Fil l in the Blank
On Halloween, we got 

candy from _____. 
(answers may vary)

Fil l in the Blank
The breadsticks are in the 

middle of _____ table. 
(answers may vary)

Fil l in the Blank
_____ won the game. 
(answers may vary)

Fil l in the Blank
Raking leaves is one  

of _____ chores.
(answers may vary)
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Oral-Motor
Good oral-motor 

abilities are needed for 
speech and swallowing.

Place your tongue on  
the roof of your mouth 

while you raise and lower 
your jaw. You should feel 

your tongue stretch.

Stick your tongue out and 
down as far as it will go.

With your lips open, hold 
your tongue on the bump 

behind your top front 
teeth for ten seconds.

Press your lips together 
evenly. Make a big smile. 
Hold it for 4-5 seconds.

Purse your lips like you  
are sucking a lemon.  
Hold for 4-5 seconds.
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Where Questions
“Where” questions are 
answered with a place. Where do  

bats live?
Where does wood 

come from?
Where do you  

buy food?
Where do you  
wear a hat?

Where do you 
plant seeds?
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Homophones
Homophones are words 
that sound the same but 
have different meanings.

What is the  
difference between

ad and add?

What is the  
difference between

by and bye?

What is the  
difference between

hear and here?

What is the  
difference between

maid and made?

What is the  
difference between

role and roll?
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Answer Key: June 18) cave 19) trees 20) grocery store 21) on your head 22) soil 25) ad – advertisement in publication or on TV, add – to join one thing to another 26) by – near or next to, bye – used when 
one is leaving 27) hear – to receive sound with your ears, here – a specific place 28) maid –  a person who cleans, made – created something 29) role – part played by someone, roll – turn over and over

Check out  
this product:

Funzee Pronoun 
Throwdown
Item #FZP-85

Check out  
this product:

Photo Artic 
Castle App

Check out  
this product:

Can Do Oral- 
Motor Fun Deck

Item #OMC-52

Check out  
this product:

Ask and Answer 
“Where”

Item #QC-044

Check out  
this product:

Homophones in 
Sentences Fun Deck

Item #FD-155

June 2018
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Flag Day

Father's Day

Memorial Day
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Articulation G
The “g” sound is in 
words like go, get, 

wagon, etc.

Repeat  
the Sentence
The seagull laid an  

egg on Gary’s head.

Repeat  
the Sentence
Grandpa f lies a f lag  

on his tugboat.

Repeat  
the Sentence
First dig for worms  
and then go f ishing.

Repeat  
the Sentence

The goat by the gate 
belongs to me.

Repeat  
the Sentence
Our favorite game  

is leapfrog.
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Categories
Categories help 
children develop 

language.

Name 5 Kinds of 
Pizza Toppings

Name 5 Animals 
that Live on a Farm

Name 5 Days  
of the Week

Name 5 Things 
that Are Yellow

Name 5 Things 
that Are Round
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Auditory Memory
Auditory memory is 
the ability to listen, 
retain, and recall 

information.

Finish the Sentence
We made cookies by 

following a simple _____.

Repeat the Numbers
2 - 7 - 4 - 1

Repeat the Sentence
The clouds are  

white and f luffy.

Finish the Sentence
Please pass the  

_____ and pepper.

Repeat the Words
orange, zipper, f inger, cow
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Motor Skills
Motor skills are 
impor tant for 

handwriting and  
daily activities.

Sit Ups
Lie on your back, sit up, 
and try to touch your 
toes. Repeat ten times.

Cat
Get on all fours Suck your 
tummy in and arch your 

back like a cat.

Jump Rope 
Backward

Pretend you are swinging 
a jump rope backward. 
Don’t forget to jump  

over the rope!

Wide Claps
Open your arms wide 
and clap your hands 
together ten times.

Sit Ups
Lie on your back, sit up, 
and try to touch your 
toes. Repeat ten times.
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Why Questions
You answer a “Why” 

question with a reason.
Answer the Question

Why does an  
airplane have wings?

Answer the Question
Why do you  

drain a bathtub?

Answer the Question
Why do you put  

ice in a drink?

Answer the Question
Why do we have ears?

Answer the Question
Why do you go  
to a restaurant?
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Answer Key: July 16) recipe 19) salt 30) so it can fly 31) to let the water out August 1) to make it cold 2) so we can hear 3) to eat

Check out  
this product:

Word Joggers 
for Categories

Item #GB-346

Check out  
this product:

Anytime 
Artic 3

Item #ATA-92

Check out  
this product:

HearBuilder 
Online

Check out  
this product:

Pre-Handwriting 
Fun Deck

Item #FD-119B

Check out  
this product:

Ask & Answer 
“WH” Bingo
Item #BGO-120

July 2018
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Independence Day


